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Many of the well-known seWion and sorting pr&lems can be ur&qood as the pgduction 
of certain partial orders, using b+ry cornpar@ns. ihe paw discuses the complexity of the 
production of arbitrary pose& all of a given size R (&I a &tally &dered~&tu&&). FWther 
investigation is undertaken on an impontant class of pcse& called parti&~ns, wliich’includes all 
selection -iems treated in the literature. 
Many of the well-known selection and sorting problems can be understood as 
the production of certaiu part&l orders usin~‘binqry comparisons. Fof example. 
the posets in Fig. 1 correspond to the problenk: Select the fkst 3 elements in 
n-3 
x . . , 
. 
n-3 
b 
n-3 
Fig. 1. 
order, without order and select he 3rd element, respectively, out of a chin on Q 
elements. Schiinhage investigated in [lo] the cost of the production of an arbitrary 
poset (on a given totally ordered reservoir) mncentiating on the influence of the 
size of the reservoir and on the effect of “mass production”. 
In this paper, we are intarzsted in the cost of arbitrary posets ah of a given Sk% 
n (on a totally ordered reservoir). After giving, the basic de&&ions in Section 2 
we derive ?ome general bounds for the c(st functions in Section 3. From Sectkn 4 
on we concentrate on an important class oi posets, called partitions, which 
inclu;0es all the selection problems treated in the literature so far. Sections 5 and 6 
contain a sample of recur&s and boutids for the cost bf partitik Mter 
presenting an example in Sectio3 7 we close with some remarks on the parallel 
case in Section 8 and on some open problems in Section 9. 
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Let II be a fixed natural number and let 6(n) be the set of all (non-i+;omorphic) 
poi>ets on II elements. We order 6(n) by 
P G (4 : ($ 3 monotone injection from P to Q. 
With th% order relation 6(n) itself becomes a poset with the antichaan A,, on n 
elements as unique minimal element and the chain C, on 11 element:; as unique 
maxima.1 element. 
On the base-set (usually called the reservoir) we are given a fixed total order, 
unknown to us. Let PE 6(n). Our goal is to determine P with certainty by a 
sequence of comparisons between pairs of elements. AIM such &goithm T 
corresponds in the usual way to a rooted binary tree with A,, as :.he rr~~t and with 
the nodes of the tree corresponding to the posets that have been deterenined up to 
then. The condition that T should determine P with certainty shall mean thal P 
can be embedded monotonically into all the posets corresponding i;o the end-. 
nodes of the tree. Hence we give the following definition, suggested b:, Schiinhage 
[lo]: 
De&G&u. Let P E 0(n). An algorithm T pPoduces P iff for all end-posets Qi of T 
we have P G Q,. ‘Khe length 1(T) of T is the height of the corresponding tree. The 
average length r(T) is defined analogously assuming that all order relations are 
equally ;Jrobable. 
DeWtion. Lci PC 6(n). The (serial) cost C(P) of P is 
C(Pj = min l(T) 
T 
where the minimum is extended over all algorithms T whach produce P. Similarly, 
the &X4@ a&?iYzg~ G?t C(P} of P is 
c(P) = m$ r(T) 
with the minimum again extended over all algorithms T which produce P. 
We may also consider I v-s-. algorithms where at eveI y stage (often call& iOhl"lrisj .a_\ ~-_‘_ VWb 
may perform as many disjoint comparisons as possible, i.e., at most [in j . Here, 
we count the number I,(T) of rounds needed in ‘I’ to reach any end-node. 
DeMti~n. Let P E O(n). The pa&lel cost C,(P) of P is 
and similarly, the parallel auergge cost c,,(P) of P is 
CJF) = n?$l Q(T) 
where T runs *through all parallel algorithms producing I? 
With these, definitions we may formulate tbe 
M&n probkms. Determine the cost kmctions C(P), c(P), C,(P) and cr,(P) for 
PEO(?l). 
Exmrqh~ 1. Let M and K be the srr&est non-distribt*tive lattices as in Fig. 2. 
M M 
Fig. 2. 
Here the results are: 
C(M) = 6, C(M) = s#, C,(M) = EJM) = 3; 
C(N) = 6, C(N) = 5#, c&V) = 4, QIV) = 3$. 
The lower bounds C(M) 36, C(N) 36 follow from 3.5(ii) below. As an example, 
let us verify C(N)G6, @V) cC$. After performing two disjoint comparisons and 
then comparing the maximal elements we arrive at the poset of Fig. 3. 
a 
b d l e 
Fig. 3. 
Next we compare d and e. If d >e then by comparing c and e, we produce in 
either case N (after altogether 5 compariso~ns). If, on the other hand, d < e, then 
we make the comparisons a : e aud c : cl. Anyone of the resulting 4 posets is 3N in 
O(5) whence we have produced N after altogether 6 comparisons. Thus C(N) s 6. 
Since in.one third:of the time weneeded 5 comparisons and%wo thirds of the time 
we’ needed 6 comparisons,. we’ conclude c(N) ~,5$. 
Up until Section 8 we will soleIy concentrate on the serial case. 
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3. lBoQQds for thG cost fQQctioQs 
‘There are a few simple bounds on the numbers C(P) etc. which c=ln be derived 
by looking at the poset 6(n). So let us first make a few observations on 
following statement is clear. 
(3.1) 6(n) is a graded poset where the rank of P equals the number of relations 
a C b existing in P, i.e., r(P) = \((a, b): a 2 b}(. Hence, in particular, r@(n)) = c). 
An interesting and unsolved question concerns the cardinality of 16(n) (see 
Birkhoff [4, Problem 21). The smallest values are (6(2)lS = 2, lO(3)1= 5, 18(4jj = 16, 
(S)l = 63. No nontrivial bounds are known for the growth of IO(n)1 for n -+ <aso, 
Let us agree on the following notation and terminology. P* is the dual of P. 
P=P,+* l l +Pk means that P is the direct sum of the Pi’s, camp(P) is the 
number of these summands, called components. If a and b are incomparable in P 
then we write a II b. A pair a, Cc,, where b covers a in P, denoted by a < - b, is called 
an edge of P. II(P) is the number of edges in P. For instance; in Fig. 2 h(M) = 6 
and h(N) = 5. Let a and 6 be two incomparable elements ii% P. P + (a C b) denotes 
the poset which is the transitive closure of the relations in P together with the new 
relation a C b. Of course, we always have P < P+ (a < b) in 6(n). 
With this notation we obviously have 
.LT (3.2) P < l Q implies Q = P + (a < b) where a < l b in Q, a II b in P. 
3 
Xuthermore, we have: 
(3 3) suppose P-K l Q with Q=P+(a<b) then Q<P+(b<a). 
Pm& The mapping cp: Q+P+(b<a) with rp(x)=x for all xfa, b and q(a)= 
6, q(b) = a is a monotone injection. 0 
3.4 Proposition. Let P, Q E O(n). 
(i) Ps Q in 6(n) + C(P) G C(Q), c(P) G c(Q), 
(ii> PC-Q in O(n)$C(Q)sC(P)+l, C(Q)<C(P)+l, 
(iii; n-camp(P) S E(P) < C(P) G r(P), 
(iv) C(P) = C(P*), C(P) = C(P*). 
oof. (i) is implied by the definition of the order in O(n). (ii) follows easily from 
(3.3). The inequality C(P)< r(f) is now a consequence of (ii) while ~a-comp(P)s 
c(P) follows from the observation that any comparison reduces th1: number of 
components by at most 1. (iv) is obvious by reversing all order relations. •l 
SupposeP=P,-!-•** + Pk, then ciearly C(P) < C(P,) + 9 l . + C(P,). The inequality 
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in this formuia may, however, be strict. The smallest known. example for &is 
surprising fact is P = Q +CI where 
Q= -‘in .,.. .-. 
‘(izT 
:. - 
Here! C(P) = 7 <C(Q) = 8 (Pa&r@). 
3.4(iii) provides the simplest lower and upper bounds for ‘;hie cost of a poset P. 
The following propos@on lists t.&ee pl@rq layer @q@s. For p E U(n), let e(P) be 
the number ot monotonz embeddings of ‘:P into the chain G, and jet h(P) be, as 
before, the number of edges of P. Furtkrmo~e, denote by max P and min P the 
set of maximal and minimal elements of P, respectively; Observe that a I\& in P 
implies 
e(P)=e(P-t(aCb))+e(P+(b<a)) 
whence in particular PS Q implies e(P)*e(Q), Notice, however, that e(Pj2: 
e(Q) does not imply C(P) d C(Q). As m example we have for P and Q in Fig. 4, 
e(P) = 9, e(Q) = 12 b&t C(P) - 4, C(Q) = 5. 
Fig. 4. 
3.5 PHquMon. Let P E U(n) and ler T be any o@maZ P-pro&ing algoritkn with 
Qi, * * * 9 Qt QS end-poets. Then 
(i) & e(Q) = n! whence’ C(P)> rt0g n!/e(.P)I, 
(ii) C(P)> @I -/maxPi-m PI, 
W C(P)~m=t-l,...,, h(Qil* 
Proof. K1 e(QI) = n ! is implied iteratively from1 
e(P)=e(P+(aCb))re(P+(bCa)). 
Since e(Qi) ZG e(P) for all i and L S2c(p) we infer 
n! S w(P) s 2=‘*‘e(P). 
To prove (ii) we dcfhe an oracle (adversary rule!, v :: Knuth [9, p. 2003 on T by 
stipulating 
a -2 b whenever aEmaxQ, b&m-Q or bcminQ, a#minQ, 
making arbitrary decisions in all other cases. This rule reduces the total number of 
’ log always means log,. 
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maximal and minimal elements by at most 1 at each stage unless two isolated 
elements are being compared in which case this number is reduced br 2. The 
number of comparisons of this last kind is at most t&r]. Suppose, by app ying this 
rule, we finally reach the poset Q sifter, say, s comparisons. Then \lmax Qlc 
Imax P) and jmin Qi d (min PI because P c Q in O(n), and s G C(P). Since the total 
nmmber of maximal and minimal elements is 2n at the start (every element being 
bcth maximal and minimal) we obtain 
(iii) is prove? ey simply observk~ that the comparison corresponriing to an 
induced 
minimal 
E~~u!e 2. T&e i?&ee~; :V a::,? K d Example 1 satisfy C(M) 26, f:(N)a6 by 
3.5;rf:_ Siecc F-f@:! .= cx Q-c a&:rbp, that bound 3.5(i) only yiekls C(M)* 
[log 51/q -T 5 ‘Ek bnln-r.*.& :;n 3.2 ?.i/l 0;. -;n be .ombined to I rbtain sharper results. 
Conri&:r t’!w pwt 
r 
>‘\ ,3 
p= *>< j 
I ,/’ * 
Q 
Since_ e(,P,i =z !j, ;;..-: \i ) j&ids a:( ;I j ” [kg S!iSl = 4, as does 3S(ii). Suppose C(P) = 
4. Sfn&e h(Pt .=- 5. ?q mtirnar ~~~o~ithn~ ,lust have as end-posets only posets Q 
with Q>.? h:r’ 3.5’.%!. but for- any such poset Q we have e(Q)c6 whence by 
3.5(i) C(P)2 [log Si!Gj = 5. On the other hand, we can easily produce P with 5 
comparisons, th8.x proving Z(P) = 5. 
For arbitrary posets P there is little hope at present to obtain rc sults which go 
significantly beyond PropositIons 3.4 and 3.5 (except for very small n). So let us 
specialize in the sequel to the following class of posets. 
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k=(n;k I, . . . , kd) and C(k). We call n = xf. 1 k the car&u&y of the partition k 
and d its order. 
Three types haye. received special attention $I the theory of sorting.(see [9D: 
(A) The piutitiorp (n; 1,. . , 1, n L t)-sort& ,the first t elements in order. 
(B) The partition (n; ?- 111, n - tj-selecting the tth element. 
(C) The partition (n; t, II - t)-sorting the first t-elements without regard to 
order. 
The cost functions for these types are commonly denoted by 
W,(n):=C(n; 1,. . ., l,n-t), 
V,(n):=C(n; t-l, i,n-t), 
U*(n):=C(n; t, n-r). 
Propositions 3.4&i), (iv) and 3.5(i), (ii) now read: 
an; kl, . . . , kt) = C(n; k, . . . , k,), (4.19 
n-16C(n;k,,...,kd)S c k&, 
l&<jGd 
(4.29 
C(n; kl,. . . , kd9a [log ,+.:i kdy ’ 1 (4.39 
C(n; kh, . . . , kdP:W-kckd. (4.49 
Let g(n) be the set of all partitions in 6(n). Iit is a well-known fact in 
combinatorics ( ee [l, p. 2003 that /B(n)1 = 2”-l and that 9(n) as a sub-poset of 
O(n) has, !zl fact, the following structnre: 
4.5 Proposition. We have B(n) = B(n - 1) where Bin - 1) is the ldtice of subsets of 
an (n-U-set. The rank of a partition of type (n; kI, . . . , kd) in Gwz lattice gP(n) is 
d-l. 
Example 3. In Fig. 5 the lattices 8(n), n = 2, 3,4, 5, (are listed where, for brevity, 
the partitions are {denoted klkz * . * kh The circled numbers next to the lattice 
elements are the costs of the corresponding partitions. 
V ‘e notics rhat the:re is a natural azrtaring of each level, namely the lexicographic 
one, by which the partitions of a given rank are arranged symmetricaUy around 
tfre middle, , The leftmost chain (n) < (1, n - 1) < (1, :I, n - 2) < - - * < (1, 1, . . . , 1) 
c’.r -asps. PS to problem (A), the rank l-level to probl.em (C}, and problem (B) to 
., ’ d ‘.: %. rqny ,. iwei. .li*. ,
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n= 5 
Fig. 5. 
By looking at the lattke 9(n) we can immediately de&x a few further facts: 
If kc-I, i.e., kl=lI ,.‘., ~_l=&_l, k-h+&+, ,..., kd 
= krtr then C(n; 8)~ C(a; k)+ U4(k$. (4.6) 
Let I = (I,, . . . , I,). Then C(n ; I) G mb (C(~;k)+l;r,(&+li+l)) 
i=l....,e-1 
where kc = (Z,, . . . ,& + k+l, . . . , I,) for i = 1, . . . , e -s 1. (4. I’) 
4.8 lFr~p&ti~n. C( k v i: s C(Z) -+ C(l). 
Proof. By C(k) comparisons we obtain a poset which is strucured according to k. 
Now con~sider an optimal algorithm for 1. Every time elements are compared 
which have already been ordered according to k the algorithm goes in the 
appropriate direction. After at most C(r) comparisons the partihon k v 1 is then 
produced. 0 
5. Rectusbm 
Formula (4.6) of the last section is a recursive inequtiity in the lattice 9(w) for 
fixed rt. Quite often, however, one is interested in a recursion of a tied partition 
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type and varying n, e.g., W&z), V*(n) or V,(n) for fixed 5. This section contains a 
sample of recursions of this nature. For .brevity, we will employ freely the usual 
language of tournaments, players, rounds, r&itch& aud 0racleS. 
C(n; kl,. . . , k& 
C(n+l;k,,‘...,k&g+l) 
I C(n+l; k,+l,. . . , kd). 
(5.1) 
Proof. Considctr a . optimal tournameni fx (I: ~1: L,, . - . ,kd + 1) and let the 
oracle declare t:l ;oser of tt .e first game to I* llle wont player. Tl E matches 
pla; xl :.?fte 1 5. c, ) ri it cons ri;?* .e then 9 toumaxmxu for (b ; kl, . . e , &J. The secox?+ 
inequality is estabj,shed in ;lAogous fashion. 0 
C(n+l; kl,. . ., kd+l)sC(lt; k1 ,..., kd)+(&pl) if.ykH, 
i=l i=l 
(5.2) 
C(n+l; k,-+l,. .., kd)sC(n; kl,. .., 
proof, Out of the n + 1 players take any z$i k + 1 and determine the worst, say 
s, who surely belongs to the block containing the worst kd + 1 players. This takes 
CfZt k games. Discarding s we set up a tournament for (n; kl, . . . , kJ where we 
can use orle previous match &our starting match, thereby saving one game. 0 
~otc. If Cf:3+2 then we either have (n+f;l,n) or (n+1;LLn--1) or 
(n + 1; 2, n - 1). In all these cases the cost is known. 
C(n+l;‘$k,k+l, f k$sC(n;k,,...,k~)+~__l+ks+l forlaed. 
i-l i=s+l 
(5.3) 
Prod. Use C(n; kl,. . . , b) comparisons to obtain tlhe partition (n; kl, . . . , kJ. 
Let x be the new element, and determine the smallest element y of the &_l-block 
and x. If y # n then we are done. Otherwise detetiine the largest element of the 
kS+l-block and x. The last two steps take at most k,__, + k,.l comparisons. Cl 
The recursions iisted in the last section allow us in principle to derive upper 
bounds since we know the values of W(n), Wz(n) and U&n) -(see below). These 
bounds are, of course, exceedingly crude except %r very small n. Whereas no 
general method applicable to any given partition (n; It,, . . . , kd) is in sight as yet 
we can make a few observations about some cases of special interest. 
(a) Order 2. By employing the tee tadian-Sobel [5] the following 
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bound can be obtained: 
Ut(n)S(n-t)+(i--l)[log(n--t+l)] (6.1) 
v/here we may, of course, replace t by n - t if this yields a better bound. (6.1) is 
precise for t = 1 and 2; for the complete result of U,(n) see [2]. 
(b) Order 3. 
C(n; l,l, n.-2)=(12-2)+[logn]. PI (6.2) 
C(n; 1, n-2, l)= [$n] -2. (Pohl[9, p. 22Oj) (6.3) 
PIpoaf. We have already seen 2 in 3.6. On the other hand, the algorithm which 
pairs off as many elements as possible and then picks the maximal element among 
the winners and the minimal element among the losers uses precisely this many 
comparisons. D 
qn; 1, a, 5)s 
{ 
(n-l)+[$bJ+( a- 1) DogO + 1)lv 
S n - ::I f L$J + (b - 1) p0g(ff + l)l, 
P 
k C(n; 1, a, b)s 
(n - 1) -+ a[iog(b + l)], 
(2a+ l)+(b+ ‘:)[log(a+2)]. 
T%of. By determining the maximal element first we ilzve 
Gin; l,a,b)~(n-l)+U,l(n-l)-[$bl 
S (n - 1) + 1415 J + (a - 1) [log{b + l)] 
sine we can use [$I previous comparisons in the algorithm for (n - 1; a, b). To 
prove (6.5) we first determine the partition (n ; a + 1, b) and then the maximal 
element of th.. first block. 0 
(6.6) V,(n) = C(n ; t - 1, 1, n - t) is the most extensively studied order 3 c&e. 
Complete results are known for t = 1,2,3 (see f3, 6, 7, 8]), for the especially 
mteresting median problem (n; i(n- l), 1, $(n- l)), n odd, see e.g. [11, 131. 
For partitions (n; a, b, c) with a, b, c > 2, a G c, no general algorithm is known 
except the obvious one of splitting the set into two parts first and then further 
partitioning one of the blocks or of determining separately (n ; a, n - a) and 
(n: n - c, c). This yields, e.g., the bound 
C(n; a, b, c)< 1$(3n-2a-c)j +(a-; ) [10&t - a + l)] c (C - 1) [log(n - c i- l)] . 
(6.7) 
‘4s an example, for a = c = 1 we obtain (6.3), which as mentioned there is exact. 
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As final example let us discuss partitions of the type (n; a, 1, 1, . . . ,I, b) and 
(Kl, . . . . l,c,l, . . . . 1). -‘_ 
b+a[hJg(n-a+l)l+ y [logi-j 
C(n;a,l,...,l,b)~ 
.i 
i-b+2 
n-b 
a+b[log(n-B+l)J +I ;+, [logil. 
.5 
(6.8) 
Proof. We determine fkst the partition (n; u, n -a) and by using the original 
tournament single out the lst, 2nd, . . . element of the (n-a)-block one by one. 
This gives 
n--a+1 
C(n; a, 1,. . . 7 l,b)~(n-a)+(a-l)~log(~.-n.C1~~+ C [logil-(n-a-b) 
=b+a[log(n-a+l)‘j+ mf flogij. I3 
i=b+2 
For a = 1 we obtain.the Kislitsyn bound I&(n) for W,(n) which can be slightly 
improved for a restricted range of t. 
For partitions of type 
<n;$l, ‘,’ -, l;“, j, - :., f, 
tJ b 
we may split the set into pairs first and then determine separately 
n-aj and (n;n-b,l,..., 1) 
a b’ 
thereby saving a number of comparisons. The best general bound 
~:?!1t:~,~1~,.:.,~)~(2n-2~-~)$.(a+b-2)(k-1! 
a b 
forn==2”+r, r~l,2~ci,b~2~+‘+1 and k large enough. 
For a = 2, b = 1 this has been further improved. 
7. Example 
As an illustration let us discuss the case n = 6. 
available is 
(6.9) 
Order 2. C(6; 1,s) = C(6; 5,1) = 5, 
C(6; 2,4: = C(6; 4,2) = 7, 
C(6; 3: 3) = 7. 
All these values are exact (see [2]). 
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Order 3. C(6; 1, 1,4) = C(6; 4, 1,l) = W,(6) = 7, 
C(6; 1,2,3) = C(6; 3,2,1) G C(5; 1,2,2) +2 = 8, (by 45.2)) 
C(6; 1,3,2) = C(6; 2,3,1)~ 8, (by (6.4)) 
C(6; 1,4,1) = 7, (by (6.3)) 
C(6;2,1,3)=C(6;3,1,2)=V3(6)~C(5;2, 1,2!+2=8, 
C(6; 2,2,2) s C(6; 2,2,1) + 3 = 9. 
Order 4. C(6; l., 1, 1,3) = C(6; 3,1,1,1) = W,(6) = 9, 
C(6; 1, 1,2,2) = C(6; 2,2,1,1)~ 5 +(C(5; 1,2,2)-2) = 9, 
C(6; 1, 1,3,1) = C(6; 1,3,1,1) s C(6; 2,3,1) + 1~ 9, (by (4.6)) 
C(6; 1,2,1,2) = C(6; 2,1,2,1)~ 5 + (C(5; 2,1,2)-2) = 9, 
C(6, 1,2,2,1) s 5 +(C(5; 1,2,2)-2) = 9, 
C(6; 2,1,1,2)69. 
The last result is establishec: by the following algorithm. After making 3 disjoint 
comparisons we match the winners of the first two games and then the loser of 
this game against the winner of the 3rd game thereby obtaining one of the posets 
(a) or (td in Fig. 6. 
1 
a) 
6“mo 
1 b) 
Fig. 6. 
If we have (a) then after discarding the top element we need to determlsle the 
partition (5; 1, 1, 1,2). This can be done in W,(S) =7 comparisons of which 3 
rehtions are already contained in (a). In case (t) we match the two c&fed 
elements thus obtaining the poset of Fig. 7 (after 6 comparisons): 
Fig. 7. 
Discarding the circled element we now need to determine (5; 1, 1, 1,2) by using 3 
more comparisons and this can be done by merging the vertical left and right 
chains. 
or&r 5. C(6; 1, 1, 1, 1,2) = C(6; 2,1,1,1,1) s C(6; 1,2,1,2)+1= lo 
C(6; 1, 1, 1,2,1) = C(6; 1,2,&l, 1) s 10 
C(6; i, “1,2,1, I) s IQ. 
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Order 6. C(6; 1, I, 1, 1, 1,l) = 10. 
By using inequairties like C(6; 2,3,1) 3 C(6; 1, 
these bounds are exact, except for C(6; 2,2,2) 
needed. 
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1,3,1) - 1 one can show that all 
where a separate argument is 
Let us briefly consider parallel algorithms, i.e., algorithms, where in every 
round we are allowed to make up to [inJ disjoint comparissns. C&n: kl, . . . , lid) 
denotes then the parallel cost of the partition (n; kI, . . . , k_J, 
Just as in Sections 4 and 5 a few properties of CP are immediateiy clear. 
C&kl,..., kd) = c&G k& l l l 3 k,), @.U 
1 
c&z; kl,. . . , kd)a-- 
FZ! 
1 .I 3n log kl! 1 . ..kd! - (8.2) 
Also, since we are able to make any comparison whatsoever within n - 1 roznds if 
n is even anti ,&un n roonds if n is odd, we have 
C&a; kl,. . . , kd)s 
n-l ifniseven I ifnisodd for any (k,, . . . , kd). (8.3) n 
We may apparently assume that every round consists of tin] matches where some 
of them might be supetivous because of previously established relations. 
Since again 
CJn; R)S C&t; Zj fnu Jt s 2 in 9(n) &?) 
we may replace (8.3) by 
n-l 
S,(n):=C,(n;l,l,...,l)~ I n even, n odd. (8.5) n 
The recursions analogous to (5.1) now read: 
(i) C&t; kl,. . . , k+C,(n+l; kl,. . . , kd+l), 
‘ii) CP 
( 
[dnl; kl,. . . , i(.,[#nl-t k+C,(n;kl,...,k&-I 
i=l 
hr i k+S[jnl, 
i= 1 
with the obvious symmetric relations holding as well. 
03.6) 
. (i) is clear by the same argument as in the IINW~ of (5.3). In an optimal 
algorithm for parallel selec$on of chaose the oraclk so that any loser of the first 
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rou.nd loses to any winner (and the possible unmatched plai/er) of that round. 
With this oracle a parallel algorithm results ftlr ([j(n’i ; /cl, . . . , k,, [$rzl - 
CL, kJ G 
Example 5. For c s [$nl we have 
q&+= q&+- 1, 
vp,,(r4nlH Vp.tin)- 1, wp,t(ba4)~ Wp,,W- 1. 
(8.7) 
Tine flollowing results have been establishe:d in [3]. 
w,,,in) s riog nl + (t - nh u3.8) 
The analysis in [3] shows that (8.8) probably holds with eyuaiity for n >2*-‘-+ 1 
and fixed t. This conjecture has been verified for t = 1,2,3,4,5. 
Let S,(n) be the parallel cost of the full chain on n element;<. Then it is shown 
in [3] that for n=2k+r, O~r<2~, ka3 
(8.9) 
The small values are S,(3) = S,(4) = 3, S,(S) = S,(6) = 5, S,,(7) =: 6. Asymptotically, 
(8.9) means 
S,(n) = O(logZ n). (8.10; 
As for lower bounds, it was proved in [3] that 
1 S,(n)~~logn]+~logn~ fo!c,i. nas. (8.11 
It seems reasonable to conjecture ihat (8.10) is closer to the true growth of S&t 
than (8.11). 
9. Problems 
Apart from the obvious problem of computing C and Cp for other types of 
posets and of considering the average case we list a few problems which are 
suggested by the posets 6(n) and $s(n). 
1. Relate C to other measures of complexity, such as dimension, width or 
breadth. In particular, are there “unavoidable” edges, i.e., comparisons that must 
be performed in any optimal algoriihm? 
2. Suppose P is connect&, i.e., camp P = 1. It is true hat there always exists an 
optimal algorithm which makes ]$rlJ disjoint comparisons fug&? 
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3. Are there other relations involving C(k), C(I), C(k v 1) and possibly C(k A 1) 
beyond (4.8)? 
4. Let k, 2 E B(n). Prove or disprove r(llr)s t(Z) + C(k) G C(2). 
5. Let k=k1***&& Z=L1*- 
e(k) 3 e(l) =$) C(f) 6 C(2). 
tn) be of the same: rank. Prove or disprove: 
An affirmative answer would, in particulars imply that the sequences (Q(n): t = 
1 ,..., n) and (Vt(n): t=l,..., n) are unimodaI. 
6. Prove or disprove equality in (8.8) for n ,2*-l + 1. 
7. What is the growth of s,(n) tar n -+ =? 
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